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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this document i s  to describe a technique for simulating 
atmospheric turbulence which involves a large variability of turbulence proper- 
t ies  during the simulation procedure. The technique, which has direct applica- 
tion to Si. uttle Orbiter entry and aircraft  landing simulation studies, involves 
extension of recursive filter techniques which have been widely used in the 
aerospace and aeronautical engineering communities. To apply these filters, 
a white noise process i s  passed through a linear filter to generate output 
processes with statistics that resemble those of atmospheric turbulence (1-31. 
In most applications the simulated turbulence velocity components a r e  Gaussian 
processes with one-dimensional spectra with Drydcn o r  von Karman mathe- 
matical forms [ 4 ,5 ] .  The defining parameters of these spectra a r e  the 
turbulence velocity standard deviations and integral scales. These parameters 
also a re  the defining parameters of the filters used to process the white noise 
to generate the turbulence. In fact, the filters a r e  manufactured from the 
spectral shapes of the turbulence velocity spectra [3] .  In  many applications the 
standard deviations and integral scales of turbulence can vary significantly during 
a flight simulation. Fo r  example, from Shuttle Orbiter entry a t  120 000 m down 
to 10 000 m the standard deviations and integral scales of the longitudinal, 
lateral, and vertical components of turbulence vary by one to two orders of 
magnitude [ 6 ] .  Furthermore, from 10 000 m down to 18.3 m these parameters 
vary by one-half to two orders  of magnitude, with the largest variation taking 
place below 300 m. To apply the linear filters in this situation, the turbulence 
velocity integral scales and standard deviations :ire varied during the flight 
simulation in accordance with a p r i o r i  specified functions of altitude. Thus, 
during a flight simulation, the flight trajectory and the turbulence simulation 
procedure a r e  tied together in the sense that the flight trajectory defines altitude 
which serves to define the turbulence integral scales and standard deviations 
which determine the simulated turbulence, which, in turn, feeds back to the 
vehicle and affects the trajectory. Thus, to accommodate the relationship 
between the flijght trajectory and the turbulence simulation model, the turbulence 
must be simulated during the flight simulation. This can place large demands 
on the computer facilities available for the flight simulation and could preclude 
a h i ~ h  fidelity flight simulation. However, this problem can be circumvented 
by using simulated turbulence generated prior to the actual flight simulation. 
This can be accomplished via two procedures. One procedure involves the use 
of a l'nominalll trajectory to define the variability of the turbulence standard 
deviations and integral scales during the flight simulation. The second procedure, 
the one with which this report is concerned, involves the use of preflight simu- 
lated turbulence time histories which are in nondimensional format wherein the 
turbulence velocity components are scaled with the appropriate standard devia- 
tions and the time coordinate is scaled with the appropriate integral scale 
divided by the true air speed of the vehicle. The central idea here is that the 
nondimensional turbulence is  applicable anywhere along the trajectory. Thus, 
during the flight simulation, the nondimensional turbulence is placed into the 
flight simulation computer (via data tape, for example), and the dimensional 
turbulence as a function of dimensional time is generated by applying the scaling 
factors (integral scale and standard deviation) and true air  speed as a function 
of time along the trajectory. Application of the scaling factors ties the simu- 
lated dimensional turbulence to the flight trajectory with a potentially large 
saving of flight simulation computer usage. The purpose of this report i s  to 
describe this nondimensional turbulence simulation concept and to discuss its 
application to aerospace and aeronautical flight simulation. 
TURBULENCE MODEL 
The turbulence simulation technique described in this report i s  based on 
a Gaussian turbulence model in which the spectra for the longitudinal, lateral, 
and vertical components of turbulence are given by 
Longitudinal: Lu 0: 1 I-' - - - 
L 20: 1 + ~ ( L ~ W N ) ~  
v Lateral: 
where L and u denote the integral scale and standard deviation of turbulence, 
w is the radian frequency, and V is  the true air speed of the vehicle. The 
reader is  referred to Section 5.3.14 of Reference 5 for further details. The 
quantities L , o , and V are functions of altitude and, hence, time for a non- / 
horizontal flight path; however, they will be treated as being locally constant 
along the trajectory to generate the turbulence filters and then will be permitted 
to vary along the trajectory to accommodate the nonstationary character of 
turbulence resulting from a vehicle traverfiing a nonhomogeneous turbulence 
field. 
TRAN SFORMATI ON S 
By transforming w to a nondimensional frequency 
and transforming the dimensional spectral density function $I (w) to a non- 
dimensional spectral density 
equations (I), (2). and (3) can be written as 
where the subscripts on $2 refer to the fact that L f Lv # Lw. The afore- 
u 
mentioned spectra imply the existence of Fourier decompositions of the form 
h 
where (U) denotes Fourier decomposition of ( U )  over the domain 4 < n< ao , 
The quantity 5 i s  a nondimensional coordinate, namely 
where t is dimensional time measured with respect to an arbitrarily selected 
point on the vehicle entry trajectory. The quantities U , V , and W at the 
nondimensional longitudinal, lateral, and vertical components of turbulence a re  
defined as 
where u , v , and w are  the dimensional longitudinal, lateral, and vertical 
components of turbulence which are  functions of t .  Note that after applying the 
transformation, equation (12) , we have expressed nondimensional components 
of turbulence U , V , W as functions of nondimensional time 5 measured with 
respect to an arbitrarily selected point on the Orbiter 1, ijectory. In view of the 
previous developments, it appears reasonable to simulate turbulence in terms 
of the nondimensional random functions U(tU) , V(E v) , and W ( tw) because 
the variability in the turbulence simulation resulting from time dependent u ,  L , 
and V has been absorbed into nondimensional random functions U(bU), V(tv) , 
and ~ ( b , )  so that o, L , and V do not appear explicitly in a nondimensiond 
context. 
DIGITAL SIMULATION FILTERS 
To mechanize the concepts enunciated in the previous sections we shall 
us2 the concept of digital recursive filters. We shall use the digital filters 
associated with Dryden spectra, given in Reference 7. Thus, the components 
of the digitized turbulence are  simulated by passing white noise through the 
following filters: 
where subscript n is a running index (i. e., n = 1, 2, . . . ) , and NU, N V ,  and 
N are independent Gaussian white noise sources. The remaining quantities 
W 
are  defined as 

The various parameters in equations (19) through (28) are defined as follows: 
and Agu, A t v ,  and Atw denote the nondimensional time intervals between 
the digitized values of U, V, and W, respectively. 
The procedure for simulating turbulence consists of (1) selecting values 
of U1, V1, V , W1, and W (by random selection in the computer, for example), 2 2 
( 2) selecting values of NU, NV, N , and Nv, 2, (3) substituting 
NV, 2' v, 1 
results of steps (1) and (2) into equations (16). (172, and (18) to calculate 
U2, V3, W3, (4) incrementing the subscript n by 1 and repeating steps ( 1) 
through (3) a sufficient number of times to generate the desired nondimensional 
time histories of turbulence, ,and (5) transforming to dimensional time histories 
with equations (12) through (15). 
The digital 8imuiiiti.m of U, V, and W requires specifica.tion of the non- 
dimensional intervals A t u ,  AgV , and Atw and, of course, three independent 
At  can be written as 
( 33) 
Gaussian white noise processes. The dimensional interval 
Furthermore, the interval At  can be written in terms of the local Nyquist 
freqiwncy u of the data set, N 
Combining equations (33) and (34) yields 
where 
During a nondimensional turbulence simulatbn A !: is hcld constant so that 
according to equation (35) the Nyquist frequency will vary in direct proportion 
to J, . Thim, tr, cncompass all turbulence frcqucncies of importance during a 
flight simulation we specify At by selecting tho largcst vdue of w of concern N 
and thc smdlcs t  value of I), ( w  ) , and jt . Thus, 
N o  0 
APF 'LI CATION TO ORBITER ENTRY 
As stated in the previous section, the simulation technique requires 
specification of AI; . Lct us consider the entry of the Shuttle Orbiter as an 
, example. Figure 1 contains a plot of the Shuttle Orbiter true air speed V during 
i the entry flight phase as a function of altitude above mean sea level (MSL) for 
C 
t the first Opcraiional Flight Test (OFT). Figures 2 ,and 3 contain plota of the 
Figure 1. Shuttle Orbiter true air speed as a function of 
altitude for OFT No. 1. 
INTEGRAL SCALE (L), m 
Figure 2. Shuttle program natural environment de~ign integral 
scales of turbulence (L) as a function of altitude (61. 
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STANDARD DEVIATION ( 0 ) .  m 
Figure 3. Shuttle program natural environment design standard deviations of 
turbulence ( o) as a function of altitude [ 6 ] .  
integral scale of turbulence (L) and the standard deviation ( a )  for each com- 
ponent of turbulence a s  specified by the Shuttle 1,evel XI requirements document 
[6]. As stated earlier, a serves as velocity scale and L/V serves as a time 
scale to nondimensionalize the turbulence velocity time histories. Combination 
of the data in Figures 1 and 2 yields the calculated values of JI [equation (36) ] 
in Table 1 for each component of turbulence. As discussed in the previous 
section, we require the lowest value of JI and the largest value of w to 
encompass all turbulence frequencies of concern. N 
TABLE 1. VALUES OF JI DmIVED FOR OFT No. 1 MISSION 
Altitude (m) 
According to Table 1, the values of qo listed in Table 2 can be used for 
the Shuttle Orbiter mission. Table 1 shows that J, is very nearly equal to a 
constant for the vertical component of turbulence for the entry mission except 
in the vicinity of the ground where JI increases rapidly with decreasing altitude. 
However, for the longitudinal and lateral components of turbulence, JI varies 
by one order of magnitude from 120 000 m down to 10 000 m and remains 
constant until, in the vicinity of the ground, J ,  increases rapidly with decreasing 
altitude. The actual Nyquist frequency for each component of turbulence in the 
data set will vary with altitude according to the formula 
so  that any variability of J, with altitude will be reflected in w Thus, for N *  
the vertical component of turbulence, w is very nearly constant with altitude N 
except near the ground, where 51 and, hence, w increase by nearly one order  N 
of magnitude. For the longitudinal and lateral components, the respective values 
of wN increase by one order of magnitude in the altitude band from 120 000 to 
10 000 m, as well a s  near the ground. 
TABLE 2. VALUES OF bo FOR TURBULENCE 
SIMULATION DERIVED FOR THE ORBITER 
OFT No. 1 MISSION 
Component I bo 
I 
I I Longitudinal 1 0.113 1 I ~ a t e r a l  1 0.113 1 
Vertic a1 0.978 
A value of uN/(wN) > 1 implies that the digital rate at which turbulence 
0 
is provided in the simulation is greater than the rate which would actually be 
necessary. Thus, if data tapes are used to store the digital sirnulatlons of 
turbulence, values of +/qo > 1 and, hence, w /(wN) > 1 near the ground N 0 
do not appear to pose data storage problems for the vertical component of 
turbulence because the length of the trajectory near the ground, over which the 
data rate wodd be too large, is relatively short. However, in the case of the 
longituciinril and lateral components of turbulence, w varies by an order of N 
magnitude . ver a significantly large portion of the entry mission, i.e., 120 000 
to 10 OOf? r t ~   a able 1). Thus, $ = 0.113 corresponds to a digital simulation 
0 
rate whit'& is too large by a factor of 10 below 10 000 m down to 50 m and by a 
factor of 100 below 50 m. To remedy this situation two values of I) could be 
used t r  the longitudinal and lateral turbulence simulation (Table 3). The 
increase in I ) /$  and hence w /(wN) , by an order of magnitude below 
o N a 
500 m docs not appear to pose data storage problems for the same reason that 
the vertic al component does not appear to pose data storage problems relative 
to sirnt'l:!. ed turbulence near the ground, a s  previously stated. 
TABLE 3. VALUES OF q0 FOR LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL 
TURBULENCE SIMULATION AS A FUNCTION OF ALTITUDE 
DE'RIVED FOR THE ORBITER OFT No. 1 MISSION 
I --- Altitude > 10 km 
Component 
Longitudinal 0.113 I Lateral 1 0.113 
I Vertical 1 0.978 
Altitude r 10 krn 
I I Component I b i Longitudinal I 0.978 
I ~ a t e r d  I 0.978 
I vertical I 0.978 
TURBULENCE DATA TAPE CONCEPT 
To provide nondimensional turbulence for flight simulation of the Shuttle 
Orbiter, a data tape with nondimensional turbulence for at least two sets of JI 
0 
values would be required. First,  an upper bound Nyquist frequency ( w  ) would 
N 0 
be required. This upper bound frequency should be a factor of 10 greater than 
any turbulence frequency w of concern, in an engineering context, to insure E 
that all Fourier components of the turbulence with frequency w < w have E 
100 percent (o r  very nearly so) spectral energy. The spectral densities ps(w ) 
of the simulated turbulence for w > w will tend to zero as w - E (wN)* and 
are  related to the spectxal densities of the turbulence model [equations -(l), (2) ,  
and ( 3 ) ]  p ( w )  as follows: 
Once the upper bond Nycpist frequency (w ) and I )  are specified, the non- 
N 0 0 
dimensional time intervals Ag [equation (3?) 1 are known and equations (16), 
( 17) , and ( 18) can be applied. 
To provide nondimensional turbulence data tapes to encompass the total 
Shuttle Orbiter entry mission, the tapes could consist of two parts in sequence, 
o r  more parts if required for more detailed definition of the turbulence with 
respect to altitude. The first set of nondimensional simulated turbulence 
velocities i s  applicable to altitudes above 10 000 m and is  generated with the 
values of I )  given in Table 2. The second set  is applicable to altitudes below 
0 
10 000 m and i s  generated with I)o = 0.978 for each turbulence component. 
Thus, during a flight simulation, nondimensional turbulence from the first  
turbulence set on the data tapes would be used down to 10 000 m whereupon the 
data tape could provide for a number of different simulations by entering sets  
1 and 2 at different locations with the actual number of different simulations 
available depending on the relative magnitudes of JIo and ( w  ) . 
N 0 
In each data tape set the nondimensional time between the simulated non- 
dimensional turbulence velocities for each component of turbulence is a constant. 
In view of equation ( 33), the dimensional time At between the dimensional 
simulated winds will vary with altitude to the degree that L/V varies with 
altitude. Furthermore, At for the various components of turbulence will not 
necessarily be equal. Above 10 000 m (At) = (At)v  $ (At)w. Below 10 000 m 
u 
and above 804.8m (At) = (At )v=  (At),, andbelow 304.8 m ( A t ) u $ ( ~ t )  # 
u v 
(A t )w.  However, this variation of At from component to component and from 
altitude to altitude can be easily accommodated during the flight simulation 
process. 
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